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ABSTRACT
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The recent completion of a rail line running from central China to Lhasa
in the Tibet Autonomous Region has brought attention not only to China's
questionable occupation of Tibet, but also to the face that modernization
in the TAR has adopted and the accompanying implications of China's large
infrastructural projects in the TAR and other provinces. The thesis asserts
that the form of development that has been propagated in Tibet has been
modernizing in terms of economic growth and the incorporation of Tibet into
networks of moving capital, people, and goods, but not actually modern, as
Tibetans have generally been forced to the sidelines in the development of
Tibet, serving more as indigenous tourist attractions than active participants
in the shaping of a modern culture. The resulting condition is a present day
state that is at once premodern and postmodern, consisting of a population
that is still rooted in ancient traditions but very much a part of the society of
the spectacle.
This contradictory condition is heightened by Tibet's tourism industry, which
caters to those visiting Tibet for its larger than life landscape features, unique
and ubiquitous religion, and what is perceived as an authentic folk culture.
The highly controlled route of the tourist in Tibet becomes, to some extent,
a site where Tibet happens. Beyond the tourist route there are nomads,
farmers, vast landscapes (and extreme poverty), but also a growing network
of mines, power plants, military sites, dumps, prisons, and other peripheral
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program which helps fuel the machine that is modern China. This productive
periphery, China's Tibet, is all but invisible to the outsider, part of a ubiquitous
form of modernization that functions as an invisible and inevitable force of
development.
The thesis asks if, in this context, it is possible to propose an alternative mode
of development; a project sited in the zone of tourist spectacle that is at once
Tibetan and modern, productive and public. The project looks to Theodor
Adorno's arguments for an autonomous form of artistic production to develop
a theory of contingent autonomy rooted in a studied, formal and programmatic
response to Tibetan landscape.
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INTRODUCTION
When I initially chose the topic of this thesis, it met with mixed responses
from the people I spoke with. Some were thrilled by the idea of a project on
the Tibetan plateau, but warned me to emphasize the relationship between
individual and landscape and to stay away from politics. Others warned that I
would need to take the politics head on or fail completely. Still others thought
it was an untouchable topic and any architectural proposal in contemporary
Tibet would be a failed proposal.
After traveling to Tibet in the summer of 2007 (thanks to the generosity of the
Schlossman Research Award) and beginning my research into Tibet's modern
history, I quickly realized that there is no way to talk about Tibet without
talking about politics. To do so would be willful escapism and would become
its own de facto political stance. But how would I approach this contested and
awesome landscape, deeply religious and foreign culture?
So, the thesis became an experiment for me; a series of hypotheses to pose and
test in relation to what I saw as a valid design question: How can one develop a
Tibetan modernism? Can an approach not based in grass roots activism have
a positive and active role for Tibetans in the current political climate? Is it valid
to propose a new monumentality for Tibet? Or to develop a formal language
of making based on vernacular precedents? What role can aesthetic theory
play in the resistance to personal and cultural oppression? And what does
modernism mean for a people who are not in control of their own state? Or in
an era that is supposedly beyond the age of the nation-state?
The desire to compartmentalize human suffering, to make Chinese oppression
in Tibet a question only of human rights violation, simplifies all that is entailed
in cultural takeover. The blanket application of authoritarian, capitalist
models of development with the accompanying changes to landscape, urban
environment, and lifestyle all appear to happen as an unstoppable force;
the inevitable "nature" of the global age. In the case of Tibet, the underlying
mechanics of economic systems, land distribution, and the allotment of power
no longer relate directly to the visible forms of Tibetan society. The resultant
fissure between system and form is a postmodern and global phenomenon
which occurs garishly in a place like Tibet, where blatant and transparent
propaganda and control of information, property, and movement is the norm.
Why would aesthetics matter here? In a situation that is clearly a question of
politics? of sovereignty? of human rights? On one level, aesthetics can easily
be imitated - as proven by Chinese tourists when they don Tibetan clothing
for photo op's or by developers when they add Tibetan-style trim to hotel and
restaurant doors and windows. But it would seem to me that in this context of
cultural takeover, form is actually very important. Something about the making
of form does in fact relate to questions of sovereignty or personal freedom,
or the act of being alive. During Mao Zedong's most overt re-working of the
population under his leadership - China's Great Proletariat Cultural Revolution
- Tibetans were forced to completely abandon their mode of dress, religious
practice, ways of farming, and general manner of living. The aesthetics of
outward appearance and evidence of action were addressed first, followed
quickly by the re-working of the mechanics of making tied to how life had been
lived.
These days Tibet looks much more like it used to. Monasteries have been
rebuilt. Colorful clothing and traditional decorations and styles are the norm,
but the mechanics of how form is created have changed. When the question
of Tibet is posed in a major magazine or newspaper, it almost always comes
with the question of preservation. How can Tibetan culture be preserved? Are
Tibetans for or against modernization? The questions are redundant and they
are inane. What is preservation? A pickling, a rarification, a placement in a bell
jar. That is happening already. Preservation is not the dilemma. I think a better
question is if Tibetan culture can happen, can act, can become. In small ways,
yes, of course, for a while, or maybe in a different setting. But the systems, the
mechanics of form-making in place in Tibet are against that proposition. They
are much more interested in preservation, in the safety of rarification, and of
keeping the actual mechanics of making, acting and modernizing mostly out
of sight, inevitable and invisible.
The hypotheses tested in this thesis are a means to imagine an alternative
mode of development in Tibet, but also are an attempt to find links between
belief systems that can impact our understanding of how we analyze and form
our worlds. The thesis takes the position that modernism is a inextricably
linked to the act of making, to the productions of a mechanics of form and
that this approach to aesthetics and form can have a dialogue with the logic
inherent in Buddhist belief systems. To this end, my use of the word "modern"
is not meant to refer to a universal subject or aesthetic, lifestyle, etc, but
rather to the relationship between form and its making. In that vein, it is a
project about the formation of and relationships between space and matter
at varying scales.
Beyond questions of form, the thesis attempts to find a programmatic and
ecological proposition for a particular site that can function productively,
publicly, and therefore sustainably -a proposition that wishfully could be the
model for how to approach the development of other sites in Tibet or Western
China. It is all too obvious to even a casual observer of world events that China
is currently trodding down a precarious path both in terms of economic and
ecological sustainability. With its unique resources, remarkable environment
and dependence on tourism, it is in China's best interest to pursue the
development of Tibet with different means than the norm.
Hopefully, this thesis is a means to add to such a conversation.
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The former political borders of Tibet are clearly defined by the
Tibetan plateau. The plateau is the highest in the world, with an
average altitude of over 4500 meters above sea level. In terms of
area, Tibet is roughly the size of Western Europe, but is inhabited
by an estimated six million people. Traditionally, Tibet's autonomy
has been in part a product of its isolation.
The plateau can be regarded as a massive field condition. The
space of the field is punctuated by mountains, temples, and
animals all imbued with a monumental mass.
Unlike the Chinese version of the primary elements, Tibetan
buddhist mythology has a fith element - space.
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Space & Power
Prior to the Chinese takeover in 1951, Tibet was essentially a
feudal society. Land ownership was divided into manorial estates
that were owned by aristocrats or monasteries. Hundreds to
thousands of serfs worked the land, passing down their position
through generations.
In order to enable movement through a vast territory, serfs were
required to maintain large numbers of animals at stations along
major routes. In this way, the central government could ensure
the transportation of people and goods through the territory
without collecting the high taxes necessary to maintain roads.
Prior to the twentieth century, Tibet's central government
consisted of only a few hundred people for a population of three
million. In contrast, as many as 25% of the mate population were
monks.
Power structure in the Lamaist State
The Institution
The Tibetan monastery was divided into several colleges. When a
monk joined a monastery, he joined the college itself and became
aligned to the college or a sub group within the college. Colleges,
khamsten (groups within the college) and monk households were
entities with Land and other holdings. Money and land ownership
stayed within the college and monks came and went.
Monastery
College [tratsang) College Itratsang]
khamtsen khamtsen khamtsen khamtsen khamtsen khamtsen
mitsen mitsen
monks monkhouseholds
(shagtsang)
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Collectivization
Following the spread of resistance to Chinese rule in the
mid-fifties, Chinese rule in Tibet became more stringent and
adhered closely to communist models in China. Religious
observation was outlawed and monasteries were closed. Land
was collectivized and red guards and party cadres occupied the
manors and monasteries. Hundreds of tons of silver and gold in
the form of Buddhist statuary and relics were melted down and
sent back to China.
In many ways, the power structures had not changed for the vast
majority of Tibetans - the population of serfs. However, under land
collectivization, and coinciding with droughts and famine
throughout China, large numbers of people starved.
Collectivized = Centralized
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Collectivized = Centralized
Entropy
In the previous system, an interaction of closed and open
conditions was undermined by the rigidity of a system that
prioritized the instituion over the individual, to the point that
dynamic movements could not occur.
In the communist model enforced during the Cultural Revolution,
the rule of chaos ensured that no movement towards an
organization of flows could come into being. The enforcement of
an impermeable boundary meant that nothing new could enter
the system. If this state had continued, it may have meant the end
of Tibet.
At the time that the central government in Beijing sent a fact
finding mission to Tibet in 1980, dire poverty was widesread.
Living standards were far below the low living standards seen in
other parts of rural China.
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De-Collectivized Space & Power
Following the death of Mao Zedong and the Gang of Four, Tibet
along with the rest of China, under Deng Xiao-Peng, re-opened its
doors to the outside world. Land rights were de-collectivized and
the exhange of ideas and people with the outside began again.
Living standards in Tibet have been steadily improving since 1980.
Monasteries and temples have been rebuilt, but power structures
are radicattly altered and highly centralized. Reconstruction and
preservation movements have been fueled by a growing tourist
movement, but modernization has simply been imported from
China and has not been actively shaped by forces within Tibet.
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Since the mid-1990"s, China has been pursuing an initiative for
restructuring rural settlements, The Comfortable Housing
Program. Under the program, rural residents are moved closer to
lines of transportation and made to build new homes at their own
The program is reorganizing rural settlements into small nodes
connected by spines of transportation, but does not address urban
forms or the larger organization of space.
Points & Lines
T2•
I Current political borders
U[ Qing dynasty border
m]Qingzang Railway
In 2006, construction was completed on a railway connecting
Golmud in Qinghai province to Lhasa in the Tibet Autonomous
Region. The opening of the train has brought increased tourism to
Tibet and also provides a new overland link for trade between
India and China.
The train has been criticized as a force that will finally destroy
Tibetan culture, but the Dalai Lama himself has suggested that it
may lead to a productive modernization of Tibet.
The tourism trade that has flourished in Tibet in recent years has
changed markedly from what it was in the eighties. Restrictions
on travel and methods of travel for foreigners have made it
difficult to get around Tibet in any manner except by hired car.
Groups travel from site to site in private SUVs or mini-buses. For
the tourist, Tibet is a fragmented collection of awe-inspiring sites
connected by an incomprehensible void.
Fragmentation
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THE AUTONOMY OF ISOLATION
0
THE AUTONOMY OF ISOLATION
The State: Totalitarianism and the Definition of Territorial Extents in mid-
Century China
He buried 460 scholars alive; we have buried forty-six thousand scholars
alive... You [intellectuals] revile us for being Qin Shi Huangs. You are wrong. We
have surpassed Qin Shi Huang a hundredfold.
Mao Zedong
Addressing a comparison between himself and China's first emperor
(Lieberthal 2003, 195)
In The Origins of Totalitarianism, Hannah Arendt describes the role that
European imperialism played in the rise of totalitarian states in Nazi Germany
and Stalinist Russia and the emergence of the US and the Soviet Union as
post-war imperialist powers. Arendt does not argue that imperialism led to
totalitarianism, but rather outlines the relationship of the two in the cases of
Germany and Russia. Absent from the analysis is a reading of the Chinese
state under Mao. At the time Arendt was writing (1950 for the first edition
and 1968 for the second), China was successfully closed off from outside
eyes and analysis. Mao undoubtedly achieved the formation of his own
totalitarian state, but with significant differences from the Nazis and the
Bolsheviks. As Arendt demonstrates, the Bolshevik and Nazi movements,
from their conception prioritized the "movement" over the state or territory.
Both arose in Europe during the demise of European imperialism and looked
beyond the nation-state to a European or global identity. While Mao was also
a communist leader and thereby tied to an international movement, Chinese
communism from the beginning was characterized by looking inward. The
birth of the modern Chinese state required China to establish its identity
ethnically as well as territorially as a modern nation-state in conjunction with
the development of a modern state ideology.
The ousting of the last Qing emperor in 1911 marked the end of 267 years
of Manchurian rule in China. In the West it is easy to forget that of the three
most recent Chinese dynasties, two were run by foreign ethnic groups, the
Mongolian-led Yuan Dynasty (1279 - 1368) and the Manchurian-led Qing
Dynasty (1644 - 1911). The area understood to be China prior to Mongolian
takeover and throughout the Ming Dynasty and most of the Qing was more
or less ethnically homogeneous and a highly ordered and centralized society.
A unified China had come into being under the leadership of Qin Shi Huang,
China's first emperor (259 BC -210 BC), who is known for unifying the State
of Qin (China) and abolishing feudalism, but also as a ruthless dictator who
presided over what some consider to be the only non-twentieth century
instance of a totalitarian state. Throughout Chinese history, Qin Shi Huang
has alternately been viewed as a Hitler-like figure who wiped out entire tribes
in a power hungry sweep across what is now Eastern China, or as a far-sighted
leader who understood the cost of feudalism and inter-tribal warfare and was
strong enough to achieve unification.
Despite China's long history as a unified state, the promotion of isolationist
policies in the decaying Qing empire meant that at the dawn of the 20th
century, China was ill-equipped to enter the stage of world politics and faced
the question of both defining itself territorially as a nation and establishing a
modern global identity. The question of China's identity and territorial extents
led to the concept of a Chinese"motherland" made up of five ethnic groups, the
majority Han, the Manchurians, Mongolians, Tibetans, and Uighurs (Muslims).
Though the Han comprised over 90% of the people in this group, the land
under the control of the other four groups accounted for around half the total
land mass China was claiming as its own.
In each case, the areas in question, Mongolia, Tibet, Xinjiang, and Manchuria,
were basically ethnically homogeneous and, as self-governing entities,
occupied a different status than that of a province in China. (Goldstein 1991) I
don't have the space or expertise to examine the legitimacy of China's territorial
claims. But what is clear in Tibet's case is that prior to the twentieth century,
the terms used in defining nationhood in China and Tibet were fundamentally
different than those adopted for the modern age. (Goldstein 1991) While
China may have considered its claim to Tibet as legitimate, Tibetans at the
time certainly did not consider themselves Chinese subjects and on a day to
day basis had no real interaction with China or even with Han Chinese people.
Politically legitimate or not, it is fairly clear that despite Chinese claims to
the contrary, the Tibetan experience of China's 1950 invasion was that of a
foreign power invading and taking control, and not one of "liberation" (Shakya
2000)
Chinese rule in the early 1950s kept in place most Tibetan institutions and
power structures. A series of Land Reform Acts enacted in this period initially
made communist rule popular among former serfs who had suffered in feudal
Tibet. However, food shortages and a tightening of control over religious
practice led to uprisings against Chinese rule throughout Tibet by the mid and
late 50s, culminating in a mass demonstration in Lhasa in 1959. The 1959
uprising was brutally put down; approximately 87,000 Tibetans were killed
and the Dalai Lama and a group of followers, including many of Tibet's elite,
fled over the border to India.
For the next two decades, conditions in Tibet steadily worsened. A hasty push
towards the communisation of agriculture, absolute intolerance of religious
freedom, the destruction of virtually all of Tibet's monasteries and temples,
as well as the chaos of the Cultural Revolution and the reality of famine and
widespread poverty meant that life under communism for most Tibetans was
worse than it had been in the prior feudalistic state. It is an interesting irony of
the mechanisms of the totalitarian state that Chinese officials in Tibet began
to believe their own propaganda that Tibetans had embraced communism and
were better off than they had been before Chinese rule. In 1979, as a part
of the reforms that would open up China in the 80s, a delegation from the
Tibetan government in exile, including the Dalai Lama's brother, was allowed
to tour Tibet. Local Chinese leaders were genuinely shocked by the outpouring
of emotion and displays of loyalty that Tibetans expressed at the arrival of the
delegation. Contrary to expectations, three decades of Chinese control had
barely diminished a universal adherence to Buddhist beliefs, and had fostered
a growing understanding amongst Tibetans of what Tibetan nationality could
be. (Shakya 2000)
The Individual: Inconsistencies in Marxist Materialist and Buddhist
Conceptions of the Individual
The failure of Chinese rule to win over Tibetans is in part due to inconsistencies
between a Marxist Materialist conception of the individual and the anti-
materialist Buddhist conception. The Chinese communist understanding of
human identity was reduced to a question only of class, reflecting the outlook
that a shift in definitions and change in context would be enough to achieve
a change in the state of an individual. The Chinese outlook imagined that all
people would respond similarly to similar environments, ignoring background,
experience, intelligence and so on. This belief system denied the possibility
of autonomous action on the part of the individual and was an expression of a
positivist, linear approach to the world, which was in opposition to the Tibetan
Buddhist conception of a cyclical universe, belief in rebirth, and renouncement
of attachment.
Tibet had been a highly homogeneous theocracy, with the Dalai Lama acting
as the supreme political and religious leader. Despite centralized rule, the
decentralized reality of life in Tibet meant that the government had little
presence in the lives of individual Tibetans and that the Dalai Lama was first
and foremost a spiritual leader. At the time of the Chinese invasion in 1950,
Tibet was made up of 4-5 million people living in an area roughly the size of
Western Europe. There were only a handful of areas concentrated enough to be
considered cities, with the largest city, Lhasa, home to approximately 30,000
people. There were no major roads to speak of, no major industries and a total
of two cars, belonging to the Dalai Lama. (Laird 2007) Efforts to modernize
Tibet undertaken by the 13th Dalai Lama in the 1910s and 20s had led to the
establishment of a postal and telegram system, and college of medicine, but
for the most part Tibet was lacking in almost all the forms of infrastructure
found in a modern nation. Consequently, the central government was small
and ineffective, especially in comparison to the power wielded by Tibet's major
monasteries, who were able to put an end to the 13th Dalai Lama's efforts to
create a secular branch of the government and modern army. (Goldstein 1991)
In effect, Tibetans did not have a concept of Tibet as a nation. Being Tibetan
meant practicing Tibetan Buddhism before it meant being a citizen of Tibet.
For monks, allegiance to a particular college in a particular monastery came
before allegiance to Tibet as an entity. For lay people, Tibet was conceived of
as the home of a chosen people, the Tibetans, but Tibet's identity was first and
foremost defined by Tibetan Buddhism.
In practice, Tibetan Buddhism is a highly individualized religion. Unlike
Christianity, Judaism, or Islam, there is no supreme deity, priest-figure,
mass-like gathering, or concept of an eternal soul. The practice of Tibetan
Buddhism is experienced as a set of activities done more or less constantly.
While there are holy sites that people make pilgrimages to, lay people do
not belong to temples associated with religious practice, and do not receive
sermons or lessons from religious authorities. The basic goal of Buddhism, the
achievement of Nirvana, is to arrive at a state beyond desire or worldly ways, in
a sense a state of nothingness. The Buddhist understanding of the universe as
cyclical, characterized by suffering and lacking in a supreme deity or inhabited
by eternal, unchanging souls is distinctly anti-positivist and clashed with the
form of Marxist Materialism that the Chinese brought to Tibet.
The Chinese assumed they would revolutionize the masses by first organizing
them by class and then raising the status of the lowest classes. This approach
assumed that all individuals would react similarly to a change of context
and title. Furthermore, it actively prioritized the group over the individual by
reducing the question of human identity to a question of class.
Prior to China's invasion, Tibet had been a conservative society in which life
was extremely difficult for the poor, but it had not had a rigidly imposed class
system. Monks came from all classes of society and the 14th Dalai Lama's
family had been poor farmers. The beliefs that the Chinese brought with them
were as foreign to Tibetans as the Chinese themselves. In the end, the failure
of the Chinese approach was not necessarily the repression of specifically
Tibetan characteristics, but the total denial of the possibility of autonomous
thought or action by an individual. The result was that the customs and
practices Tibetans identified as their own took on greater significance with
the growing repression of both Tibetan identity. (Shakya 2000)
Inside Outside: Tibet's Postmodern, Premodern Dilemma
Mao Zedong's death in the Fall of 1976 and the subsequent arrest of the
so-called Gang of Four, Mao's wife Jiang Qing and her associates Zhang
Chunqiao, Yao Wenyuan, and Wang Hongwen, signified the end of a period of
totalitarian and highly erratic, personalized rule. The shift in power to more
moderate leaders, Hua Guofeng and subsequently Deng Xiao Ping in 1981,
signified the beginning of a new period for China and Tibet.
China's reassessment of itself and its relation to the world also required
a reassessment of its governance of Tibet. The reform of Chinese policy in
Tibet that was initiated in the 80s was led by one of China's most progressive
leaders, Hu Yaobang (it was Hu Yaobang's house arrest and death in 1989 that
triggered demonstrations in Tiananmen Square). In a 1980 visit to Tibet to
inspect conditions there, Hu Yaobang openly criticized the Chinese leadership
in the region. Living standards were significantly lower than they had been
prior to the 1950 invasion and were lower than in any other region in China.
The failure by local leadership to spur economic development or even maintain
a level of self-sufficiency meant that Tibet was relying on large subsidies from
Beijing.
Under Hu's direction, local leadership was changed, land was re-privatized
and religious practice was again tolerated. Chinese cadres were sent back
to China in an effort to move more Tibetans into leadership roles within the
party and to promote the development of a regional identity. Additionally,
for the first time since 1950, foreigners were allowed to visit Tibet and talks
were resumed between the leadership in Beijing and the Dalai Lama's exile
government in India.
The early eighties were a period of relative optimism in Tibet. Tibetans had
come out of three decades of Chinese rule not only with an undiminished
religious fervor, but also with a newly found idea of national identity. This
combination would prove troublesome for the Chinese as the newly reopened
monasteries and nunneries produced a group of young, religious leaders
willing to openly protest Chinese rule. Protests within Tibet in the late 80s,
the internationalization of the Tibetan cause by the Dalai Lama and the
televised massacre at Tiananmen Square in 1989, the same year the Dalai
Lama received the Nobel Peace Prize, all served within a decade to severely
tarnish China and Deng Xiao Ping's image in Western eyes. With the end of the
eighties came a shift to a "hard line" approach within the communist party and
more severe restrictions of personal liberties in Tibet and China. (Laird 2007)
As the Tibetan and Chinese leadership were caught up in discussions of
autonomy, very real phenomena were shaping the emerging form of Tibetan
society. A flood of tourism in the early eighties made it clear Tibet could
potentially become a lucrative tourist attraction, but at the time still lacked
any infrastructure to support a tourism industry. In addition to tourism,
economic growth in Tibet was going to depend on the development of the
mining industry, electrification of the region and the reopening of trade routes
to India. (The Nathu La Pass, a trading border post between Tibet and India
was only re-opened in 2006.) Hu Yaobang's initiative of relocating Chinese
cadres out of Tibet had eased ethnic tensions, but the development of large
infrastructure projects and importation of the required skilled labor from
China became a new source of tension. More importantly, it also established
a pattern of development in Tibet wherein urban areas became rapidly
populated by Chinese immigrants with higher paying jobs while rural areas
remained more or less Tibetan and poor. (Shakya 2000)
The growing disparity between Tibetan rural poverty and Chinese urbanity in
conjunction with a growing tourism industry has worked to affirm the value
of "Tibetaness" for both the Chinese and Tibetans. Religious practice and
ethnic identity became even more important in the face of a globalized, more
sophisticated China, within which Tibetans have no real voice. Additionally, the
tourism industry, in which 1 in 9 tourists are Han Chinese, is fueled by a desire
to see and experience an "authentic" Tibet. The promulgation of Tibetaness in
many ways is an exercise in definitions in keeping with the reductive nature
of the class-based outlook, which had defined the earlier Chinese approach
to assimilating Tibetans into the Chinese system. While Tibetans for the
most part remain disempowered, their "unique Tibetan qualities" are on
display throughout Tibet in the form of building facade treatment, traditional
handicrafts, horse festivals, etc. Just as China in the 70s sought revolution by
replacing old customs with new ones, they now seek to re-create "authentic"
experience with material affects, while simultaneously disallowing the
possibility of spontaneity or any confusion about the question of exactly what
Tibet is and looks like.
Blind Urbanism: The Implications of an Urban Form that is at once
Inevitable and Invisible
Newspapers and magazines of the radical Right constantly stir up indignation
against what is unnatural, over-intellectual, morbid, and decadent: they
know their readers. The insights of social psychology into the authoritarian
personality confirm them. The basic features of this type include conformism,
respect for a petrified facade of opinion and society, and resistance to
impulses that disturb its order or evoke inner elements of the unconscious
that cannot be admitted.
Theodor Adorno, Commitment, 1974
One of the chief features of development that has happened in Tibet is what I
will call Blind Urbanism. By relying on formulas for an automatic urbanization
or industrialization of Tibet, the resultant urbanity takes the form of a banal
inevitability -a space characterized by the absence of purposeful form which
seems to say that it exists because it must because it is serving a function. This
form of the city does not announce itself, but instead tumbles into existence
and asks us not to take note of it.
For the tourist, the urban experience of Lhasa is limited to Tibetan sites and
sounds. Within the city, the passage from one site to the next is inconsequential,
because the form of the city is inconsequential and Chinese and therefore
not a tourist destination. Lhasa, which is still Tibet's only significant city,
with a population of around 300,000, reminds one persistently of its lack of
monumentality or presence in comparison to its main attraction, the Potala
Palace. The city is experienced less as city and more as sprawl to get through
on the way to one's destination. The linear experience of the city by its users
is seldom broken by moments of interface or recognition of urban form. The
public spaces in Lhasa that do act as junctures or nodes are more often the
sites of spectacle that reinforce the pre-determined identity of the tourist,
pilgrim, beggar, or policeman more than they are places of actual publicness.
An exception to this may be in the actual train car in the train that now runs
between Golmud, China and Lhasa. The shared experience of the train ride and
act of being passenger supersedes, for a time, one's identity. The experience
is unfortunately marred by a loudspeaker (quietly) reciting facts about the
Tibetan plateau and Tibetan liberation. Nevertheless, the shared experience
of the ride as a public space and experience transcends the almost staged
feeling spectacle of the market street, or haunting coldness of the Chinese
square.
The arrival of the train in Tibet is no small thing. For the first time since the
Sino-Indian war of 1962, trade between India and China is once again allowed
over the Himalayas. The train will undoubtedly spur tourism, facilitate trade,
and greatly speed up the industrialization of Tibet. It is a radical new element
in a stagnant playing field.
In Globalization and Its Discontents, Saskia Sassen examines the place
of cities in globalized information and trade networks and the implication
an emerging relationship between the city and global network has for the
diminishing role of the state. This is an interesting analysis to apply to Tibet,
a former kingdom that only for a brief time realized what it might mean to be
a modern state before being subsumed by a stronger neighbor in search of
national identity and secure borders. Tibet's bit of wealth and cosmopolitan
qualities are already concentrated in Lhasa. As trade is facilitated along this
new line and mineral wealth and energy are exported out of Tibet, Lhasa will
undoubtedly be further delineated from the region around it.
China's treatment of urbanization and industrialization as inevitable and
invisible fails to hide the obvious truth that Tibetans have not become
integrated into Tibet's new power structures. As Lhasa is increasingly
networked into the global society, the edification of Tibetan otherness could
serve simply to ostracize Tibetans further in their own land and institutionalize
the Tibetan experience.
When Adorno argued for autonomous form in the seventies, his argument
was an advocation of the individual and the possibility of the new to emerge
from complexity; not a complexity of fussiness, but rather a complexity of
otherness. The systematic repression of complexity or autonomous action by
the Chinese leadership in Tibet from 1950 onwards has created a state which
is a bizarre mix of the preserved, reconstituted, and unseen with a discernible
lack of instances of interface at which the various players on the Tibetan field
truly mix and meet.
The negative potentials of the train are clear - that it will bring an end to Tibetan
culture and lead to the pollution of a pristine landscape. The positive potential
of the train is the potential of providing a platform for a new Tibetan urban
form that acts as a site for the production of unique form and experience.
Tibet holds the memory of a very recent and severe trauma, and a relatively
recent and shocking progression from a holistically understood, medieval
territory, to a post-war space of linear urban experience, insides and outsides.
On one hand, the developing terrain and urban/ rural divides seen in Tibet
are the same as anywhere else in the world. However, the specificities of
Tibet's recent history and contemporary social tensions in addition to the
extraordinary vastness of the Tibetan plateau and sparsity of its settlement
combine to produce an urban situation that is uniquely lacking in and longing
for a form that can both encapsulate the complexities of its current state and
serve to propose a new method of interfacing with that state.
This complexity cannot be mediated by program alone. Instead, I would
argue that this mediation is best achieved by an encounter with the alien, or
autonomous, or undecipherable, which has the capacity to reflect back an
obfuscated reflection or launch an unexpected dialogue and thereby propel
us forward to an unknown state which is possibly new.

ARGUMENT FOR A
PRODUCTIVE PERIPHERY
ARGUMENT FOR A PRODUCTIVE
PERIPHERY
In a recent article in the magazine 32bny, Albert Pope argues that autonomy
in Modern architecture has been pursued as "the search for the mechanics
of form rather than its final transcendent state" His argument is framed as
a reflection on Theodor Adorno's promotion of autonomy in art as the only
genuine form of artistic resistance. In effect he is arguing for a form or
language or operation that has the possibility of generating "the new," and not
simply reifying the known or assumed.
This understanding of Modernism serves as my starting point from which to
propose an alternative form for modernization in present day Tibet. Despite
recurring proclamations by the Chinese that they have brought modernization
to Tibet, the mode in which it has come has instead produced a current-day
state that is entirely un-modern, or lacking the mechanisms for the production
of the new. This state of lacking the modern frames a thesis that examines the
of role infrastructure as a site and program for an new kind of organization on
the Tibetan plateau.
Geographic Autonomy
In GIS maps of altitude and population density the outline of the plateau is
clearly visible, the extents of which defined Tibet's former borders. Tibet's pre-
twentieth century autonomy, was in many ways an autonomy of isolation which
ended decisively in 1950, with the invasion of Communist China, after which
Tibet was incorporated in to the Chinese motherland, a nation struggling to
define itself as a modern entity. China viewed the invasion as the liberation of
the masses from feudal, backwards ways, but most Tibetans experienced it
simply as invasion and oppression.
figure 3.1 Altitude
The borders of Tibet are clearly defined
by the Tibetan plateau, the highest
landmass in the world, averaging 4,000
m above sea level, bordered by the
Himalayan mountains to the south and
Taklamakan desert to the north.
figure 3.2 Population Density
[] Qing dynasty border
In striking contrast to eastern China,
theTibetan plateau is sparsely
populated. Its only major city, Lhasa,
has a population of roughly 300,000.
The entire Tibetan Autonomous Region
is said to produce the same pollution as
one small coastal Chinese city.
[] Current political borders
[] Qing dynasty border Tibetan border
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The Feudal Field
What had been a premodern and organic condition of spatial organization,
the feudal field, defined by open space and discreet form, the Lamaist state,
is now a contemporary, post-war field of organization - one with insides and
outsides, accessible and inaccessible zones and paths.
figure 3.3 Farm houses in the
Yangbajing Valley
figure 3.4 Nunnery in the Yangbajing
Valley
figure 3.5 The Qinghai Railway
The Qinghai Railway, which opened in
July 2006 runs from the northwestern
edge of the plateau to Lhasa, the TAR's
capital.
figure 3.6 An informal dump near the
Damxiong rail station
Modernisation in a Postmodernl Premodern State
Tibet has been transformed from a society with only the infrastructure of the
monastic system to a modern entity with contingent issues of environmental
degradation and the beginnings of sprawl.
figure 3.7 Riots in Lhasa
Spring 2008
figure 3.8
Statue depicting a Chinese tourist and
Tibetan natives near the Tashilhunpo
monastery in Shigatse.
The State of the Periphery
In an atmosphere of sever ethnic tensions Tibet's economy is fueled by a
tourism industry which has the tendency to exoticize, or reduce Tibetans
to charming attractions in a territory that is effectively an economic and
ecological resource for the East, for China.
The architecture that populates the plateau reflects this dual role of being
resource and sublime landscape. The new train which traverses the plateau
side steps industry leaving the unsightly beyond the horizon.
figure 3.9 Nagqu Rail Station
figure 3.10 Beyond the Horizon
Nagqu, the TAR's largest industrial
city is also it's second largest city with
a population of 80,000. The Nagqu
station is situated 5 miles from the city
itself. The location may anticipate urban
expansion or safeguard the view from
the train window.
figure 3.11- 3.13
Screen shots from Google Earth of the
Taklamakan and Gansu Desert.
Nevada's
The built forms that populate Tibet's deserts are like those found in any Nevada
or Siberia; infrastructures of defense, extraction, disposal or research.
A Public Periphery
The feudal field which once made up the periphery now has its own peripheries
and the zone of tourism has to a certain extent become the site of Tibet -
defining the zone in which Tibetans can be entrepreneurs, can be monks, can
be nomads or nuns. Without the foreign tourist and the influence that industry
has had, this Tibet may also have disappeared.
The thesis asks if a piece of this periphery program, a productive program,
could be situated in the zone that is a Tibetan Tibet. And then, the thesis must
also ask how to make a project which is both Tibetan and modern.
figure 3.14 The Tourist Zone
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Nevada Tibet
Tibet Nevada
- Tibet Nevada
figure 3.15 The Periphery in the
Periphery
figure 3.16 The Tourist Zone
The placement of periphery program
beyond the zone of the train creates a
kind of "greenway" or tourist zone, that
also becomes a "Tibetan zone"
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A Tibetan Program
Tibet's leader in exile, the Dalai Lama offers one example with his own person
- as he has transformed himself into a very atypical leader of a marginalized,
central Asian ethnic group - becoming a global figure, well received by almost
all world leaders outside of China. The Dalai Lama practices and preaches
Tibetan Buddhism but willingly abandons scripture or myths that are disproven
by modern science and has encouraged Tibet's monasteries to adopt a
curriculum which includes advanced physics.
figure 3.17 Figure in the Field
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Dalai Lama enlists science in quest
for 'a happy mind'
Tibet leader sounds playful note in serious
pursuits
The chatter of '200 people ceased when the Dalai Lama appeared on
the Kresge Auditorium stage to start he conferece Investigating the
Mind: Exchanges Between Buddhism and the Biobehavioral Sciences on
How the Mind Works.*
The audience stood as His Holiness was sow to his eatl. one of two
while overstuffed chairs in a semicircle of smaller chairs He bowed
slightly wia his palms pressed together to he scentists and Buddhists
around him and to ine audience. Mten playfulty shietded his eyes as i
from the noonday sun and peered out giving a dlbe wave to someone he
recognized, much to the deligt of the audience inKresgeAuditorium,
who laughed along with him.
His entrance, at once respecl and playful, set the methorical stage for
the conference to folow. an event in which scientists and Buddhsts
discussed their perspecves. personal experience and research with a
keen respect humility and joy rarely if ever seen in te academic
conference world
in his introduction f tle Dalai Lama. who received te Nobel Peace Prize
in 1989. fellow Nobel laureate Phillip Sharp. rofessorof biology and
director of the McGovem Inrstute or Brain Research at MTrr, told the
audience that he had heard t hed of the Tibetan government say. 1F
he were not a monk he would have liked to have been an engineer.
Adam Engle of Be Mind & Lile Institute. which cosponsored this
conference along with te McGovem InSitute. praised President Charles
M. Vest and the staff members of MIT and the Whiitihead institute/Mlt
Center for Genome Research by quoting a Buddhist aying:
"fhwsere seamokbc
rtld havlid InW hare Wc
a t alt"ir.,
The Dal Lama was r ae d b
Chai• M. Vst and Dtnrecur o
de Muc(nians l atae for
Biain Ruesrc Phtki A. Shqi
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figure 3.18 Global Monk
In 2003, the Dalai Lama held one of his
biennial conferences on science and
Buddhism at MIT's Kresge Auditorium.
Given this connection, the thesis proposes a institute which is at once
monastery (and nunnery) and international research initiative.
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figure 3.19 ARGO Gamma & Cosmic
Ray Research Lab
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figure 3.20 Temple, Drepung
Monastery, Lhasa
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SITE: THE YANGBAJING VALLEY
O
Yangbajing: A Site for Research Infrastructure
The site I have chosen is already uniquely suited to this project. The Yangbajing
valley is the last stop on the train from China before reaching Lhasa. 72 km
Northwest of Lhasa, and at an altitude of 4000 m above sea level, it is the site
of one of the largest geothermal fields in Tibet, and a power supply for Lhasa's
growing population.
figure 4.1 Valleys as Islands
The Yangbajing Valley is the last stop
on the train from China before reaching
Lhasa, the capital city of the TAR.
Popu
Population: 250,000
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station
ganma & cosmic ray research lab
power plant
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figure 4.2 A Productive Valley
In addition to nomads and farmers, the
valley is already home to both a power
plant and cosmic ray research station.
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The valley is already occupied by an infrastructure of production and research;
power plant, train station, road, spa, monastery, nunnery, animal husbandry,
and a gamma and cosmic ray research lab - the joint initiative of Japanese and
Italian universities.
figure 4.3 Yangbajing Geothermal
Power Plant
The plant, built in 1974, provides
approximately 40% of Lhasa's power
needs.
altitude, valley floor: 4000 m geothermal
field
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figure 4.4 Station
figure 4.5 Local Nomads
figure 4.6 Hot Springs
figure 4.7 The road to Nepal
figure 4.8 Yangbajing Monastery
figure 4.9Yangbajing Nunnery
figure 4.10 ARGO Gamma & Cosmic
Ray Research Lab
Invisible Machines
The site is already a marked emptiness, the site of programs requiring large
volumes and large spaces. The thesis seeks to expand on the existing program
creating a new branch of Tibet university which capitalizes on the unique
features of the site; space and altitude.
figure 4.11 ARGO facilities
figure 4.12 ARGO Array
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Cosmic Ray Array
Based on precedents in Argentina and Japan, the research array is expanded
to cover an area of 43 sq. km. This array is populated by tanks of water which
contain fluorescent tubes that detect high energy particles, cosmic rays,
which are constantly passing through the earth, traveling from deep space.
The research of these particles is the research of the origins of the universe.
The Tanks are powered by small solar arrays and transmit data via radially
placed radio towers to a centralized facility. The tank becomes a device for
drawing the field, a component of a large and light machine and furniture for
the nomad.
figure 4.16 The components of the
array become field furniture.
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figure 4.17 Cosmic Rays
Gamma and Cosmic rays are not visible
to humans. The tiny particles are
passing through the earth constantly
having traveled from deep space. These
particles are thought to be remnants of
the Big Bang.
figure 4.18 Detection
The passage of particles is detected
by flourescent tubes in the tanks.
Information is collected by nearby radio
towers and signaled in to the central
tower.
figure 4.19 ALMA Telescope
The ALMA Telescope array is a large
millimeter array radio telescope under
construction in the Atacama desert in
Chile.
(http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/alma/) ,up•eo ut
figure 4.20 Large Millimeter Array
Program Manual
antennae erection building
ante•n• (x40)
Large Millimeter Array
A second array - an observatory is composed of 40 odd large millimeter
antennae which together act as one radio telescope - a second device for
studying the universe. A telescope of this kind is being built in Chile by a
coalition of Western universities. The environmental conditions that make this
advantageous in Chile are more or less the same in Tibet.
figure 4.21 Active Antennae
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figure 4.22 The array deployed
The arrays draw the field and define the field as an infrastructure requiring
emptiness.
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figure 4.23 Gamma Ray Array
figure 4.24 Large Millimeter Array
figure 4.25 Road Network connecting
antennae sites and radio towers.
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Site Plan
A network of roads connect the dishes in the large millimeter array. The larger,
cosmic ray array is accessed by off-road vehicles or on foot.
figure 4.26 Site Plan
Distributed Tourism
A system of small structures and tubs, fed by underground geothermal
springs are woven through the network of roads and machines. It would be a
destination for adventurous tourists. The infrustructure of the tourist could
also be used by locals passing through.
figure 4.26 Adventure Spa
deployed to field
platform spa
cast concrete
platform spa
spa platform



ODENSITY & DILATION:
TYPOLOGIES & PRECEDENTS
figure 5.1 Precedents
Figure ground and kora walk. The Potala Palace
established: 1645
area: 105,000 sq m
Drepung Monastery
established: 1416
area: 180,000 sq m
former populatiorn - 10,000 monks
The Barkhor (Old Lhasa)
area: 200,000 sq m
former population: - 20,000
S 
II
Pelkhor Monastery
established: 1427
area: 97,500 aq m
I,
3
Samye Monastery
established: 775
area 70,685 sq m
* Em
U· ·
*
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Ganden Monastery
established: 1409
area: 110,500 sq m
former population: - 6,000 monks
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Monastery Precedents
Though this thesis was undertaken as a study in autonomous form, I quickly
realized that a kind of pure Eisenman-ian formalism would not be appropriate.
Aspects of the site were clearly suited to a particular blend of programs,
namely scientific and metaphysical research; institute and monastery as well
as power plant and spa. The program of the Tibetan Buddhist monastery, like
the research infrastructure, comes with its own set of spatial requirements.
A feature of the monastery program that became very important to the project
was the kora walk, which is typically a 1 - 2 mile walk going clockwise through
the grounds of the monastery, sometimes around the top of a mountain.
Along the path of the kora walk, pilgrims walk, prostrate, and place prayer
flags and small statues. The walk essentially continues into the spaces of the
monasteries temples, libraries, and other buildings, which pilgrims also go
through clockwise.
figure 5.2 Pilgrims on the kora walk
at Ganden Monastery in the Tibet
Autonomous Region
Program
The importance of circumambulation to Tibetan Buddhism is evident all over
Tibet. All holy sites have pilgrims and monks walking around then, prostrating.
Along the roads between destinations, pilgrims can be seen walking great
distances to a given destination. The physical density of the ultimate
destination stands in contrast to the openess of the space crossed to reach
it. In the case of the monastery, groups of monks numbering in the hundreds,
thousands, or even up to 12,000 at a time were located in Tibet's monasteries,
mini-cities which also become home to nomads or peasants in the winter.
Monastery Density
The monastery was, simply put, a small, dense city, a mass in the emptiness.
Located on mountains or in open fields, the monastery tended to maintain a
relationship with the external environment, with vistas that often remind one
of the relationship between the small city object and open field.
City Density
In contrast, the density of Lhasa's old quarters is a mat labyrinth, within which
the external environment disappears from sight. The experience of the this
kind of mat city space of street and storefronts is more like inhabiting a kind of
mass in the field, but a mass that imitates the field it occupies.
I · I · I
Tigure 0.4 rigure grouna rawmng ana
kora walk Drepung Monastery, Lham
i
figure 5.4 Storefront uses in Lhasa
figure 5.5 Mat City
89
figure 5.6 The Potala Palace
Hugh E. Richardson, 1949-50
Object Density
A third way in which architecture mediates the space of the plateau is through
the monument. Tibetan forts are massive buildings or complexes of buildings
which generally sit atop smaller hills on the valley floor. The most famous of
this type, the Potala Palace, towers above Lhasa. The total height of hill and
building is nearly 1,000 ft. This vast labyrinthian complex is truly a multi-use
building. It housed not only living and working quarters for the Dalai Lama, but
also various temples, public squares and a prison below.
In Koolhaas's analysis of the skyscraper he demonstrates the brilliant
efficiency of layering varying programs floor by floor with the elevator gliding
swiftly between distinct worlds. The Potala Palace instead jumbles programs
of varying size and space needs together, accessed by winding paths and held
together by the physical matrix of stone and mud.
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LTHE ANTI-OBJECT IN THE FIELD:
A NEW MONUMENTALITY IN TIBET

A Mountain Building
A + +k +k
Using the Potala Palace and Tibetan monastery as prece en s, e ess
proposes pulling 
the central program 
of the research 
institute into one 
or
several large, mountain-like buildings 
organized around a kora walk.
The Potala Palace can be viewed as a collection of programs organized by path
and material matrix. Its super sized mass and stripped down form are large
and brutal enough to take on the vastness of Tibet. Contemporary projects in figure 6.1 Organizing Path
Dubai grapple with a similar problem; of finding a suitable architecture for a
large, empty landscape.
My proposal starts by establishing the volume needed for the given program
and then winds a public path, the kora walk through these volumes, organizing
program around and and in emptiness.
figure 6.2 Collected Program
prayer chorten library temple big buddha temple chorten debate
wheels
figure 6.3 Programmed Path
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monks nuns tourists Urbanites (from Lhsa) backpacker Locals -Nomad- Farmers
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The volume and area needed for the institute's central program is computed
an added together to arrive at the volumes needed for the main buildings at
the site.
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15 sq m
x500
total: 7500 sq m
height: 3.5 m
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x4 or 5
total: 4500 sq m
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xjUUU
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height: 3.5 m
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500 sq m
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library/ archive
5000 sq m
x3
total: 15000 sq m
height: 3.5 m
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bathrooms
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total: 288 sq m
heiaht: 3.5 m
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antenna erection building
1000 sq m
height: 34 m
req: ground access
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central laser facility
10 sq m
height: 4 m
req: sky access
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weather balloon launching facility
10 sq m
height: 3 m
req: sky access
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900 sq m
height: 8 m
tank storage
2000 sq m
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concrete panels
concrete block repeatable rows
concrete block components
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steel beams
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POP
"hollow wall" assembly
concrete panels
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CONCLUSION
Undertaking this project was, from the beginning, a challenge and it is my hope
that I did some justice to what I see as an important design question. I can't
say if the project succeeds or fails, but it does offer a projection, an image of a
different reality, and of a different purpose or means for formal ingenuity and
monumentality in Asia.
As is probably the case with any thesis, in the end, there is more I would have
liked to draw, read, write and test. Foremost among these, I would like to
return to Adorno for further research and re-assess his words in light of my
own production. Additionally, I would like to return to Albert's Pope's work,
his development of a contingent autonomous process and assess my own
process of making to determine what aspects of it bear repeating. And, lastly,
I would like to take the thesis to a Tibetan scholar and find out how the ideas
and propositions are received.
Luckily, there is still time for all these things. Though this project has reached
a stage of resolution, I'm sure it will inform me as I explore future design
problems.
Again, I'd like to express again my enormous gratitude to the people who
helped me with this undertaking, my friends and classmates at MIT, those who
I conversed with all semester and those who stayed up all night with me at the
end, my thesis committee, my family, and my husband.
Thank you.
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Following is an early study done of possible approaches to the site. The
matrix which is used to evaluate each proposal was an attempt to quantify
characteristics of each proposal that tended more or less towards artistic
autonomy.
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Ludwig Hilberseimer, Chicago: diagram of proposed replanning, 1949.
03: Linear City, Designed
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Le Corbusier, Algiers Plans, 1931.
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